
ADL5602 Performance evaluation with a multilayer chip inductor 

This document presents results from evaluation of the ADL5602 RF/IF Gain block with a multilayer 
inductor. The ADL5602 datasheet recommends using a 470nH Coilcraft wire wound inductor (0603LS-
471XJLB) for optimal operation. Wire wound inductors offer better performance compared to multilayer 
chip inductors, but tend to be more expensive. This purpose of this exercise is to determine if multilayer 
chip inductors can be used to obtain comparable performance, which could translate into significant 
cost savings.  A 100nH Murata LQG18HNR10J00 multilayer chip inductor was used for this exercise, since 
a comparable 470nH multilayer chip inductor was not available at the time of the evaluation.  
 
Table 1 showcases manufacturer datasheet specifications for the two inductors. Table 2 presents a 
comparison of the key performance metrics using the inductors. Figure 1 presents the small signal s-
parameters swept from 1 GHz to 3 GHz and Figure 2 is a plot of Gain, OIP3 vs. Output power.  
 
These results indicate that it is possible to achieve comparable performance on the ADL5602 using a 
Murata LQG18HNR10J00 inductor or equivalent. Care should be taken to ensure that the multilayer chip 
inductor is a suitable fit for the application. The inductor should have the requisite current carrying 
capability, Self-resonant frequency (SRF) and other specifications necessary for the device operation and 
application.  
 
Table 1. Comparison of the Wire wound and Multilayer chip inductors 

Parameter  Construction  L (nH)  Q  SRF (MHz)  IDC (mA)  

Coilcraft 0603LS-47XJLB  Wire Wound  470 15 (@ 7.9MHz) 540 420 

Murata LQG18HNR10J00 Multi-Layer Chip  100 12 (@ 100MHz) 800 300  
 

Table 2. Comparison of Performance at 2GHz 

 Parameter  Performance with Coilcraft wire 
wound inductor  

Performance with Murata multilayer 
chip inductor 

Gain (dB) @ 2GHz 19  19 

OIP3 (dBm) @ 2GHz 41.5 42 

P1dB (dBm) @ 2GHz 19.5 19.5 

 



 
Figure 1. Comparison of Small signal S-parameters 



 
Figure 2. Gain, OIP3 vs POUT with a multilayer inductor 

 

 


